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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
BY HAROLD BRUNSKI
Dear PCC Members:
Well I have officially hosted my last meeting as President
and Sheryl and I will be hitting the road for our move back to Indiana on Saturday,
April 10th. Since this is going to be my last letter, I would like to take the
opportunity to reflect on some of the memories & adventures we’ve had with the
club.
It all started in May 2008 when Sheryl & I went to our first PCC meeting @
Fuddruckers in Lake Forest. We were standing in line waiting to order our food and Cate Riggs was the
first person to introduce herself to us. The next person that we met was Phil Brunt who graciously
welcomed us to our first meeting.
We belonged to a car club in Indiana (Valpo Vettes) and formed
several friendships so we knew that participating in the PCC events would give us the opportunity to
make new friends. So in June of 2008 we participated in our first weekend trip, headed up to Big Bear
with the group and did just that.

In February of 2010 Sheryl and I purchased our first home in California. Later that year we decided
to have a party to celebrate our new home and we invited several members of PCC. Since we are not
wine experts I asked for some assistance in purchasing some wine for the party. Tom Nunn was
gracious enough to take me under his wing to help me out and gave me some notable advice….. don’t
offer your guests wine in a box. Before the party Tom and I made a trip to Total Wine and I think we
purchased about 30 bottles of wine. When the party ended we had a table full of empty bottles. From
that point on we knew that PCC was a club that definitely likes their wine. I have grown to do the
same.
In the 13 years that we’ve been in California we’ve made many great friends that have welcomed
us into their homes as if we were part of their families and included us for holidays. That meant so
much to both of us since both of our families live in the Midwest and other areas. With some of these
friends we have enjoyed outings outside of the club which included trips back Chicago to attend Cub
games, spring training trips, concerts, football games and hockey games to name a few.
There were some sad times along the way too when friends that we’d made passed or their family
members passed. Our love and support went out to these friends during their difficult times. We can
go on & on about all the special things that have touched our hearts during the years. Sheryl & I still
plan to stay in contact with many club members & are looking forward to attending the Cambria trip &
the Awards Banquet. So this is not goodbye but we’ll see you soon.
If you’re ever in our neck of the woods look us up because you will always be welcome in our home.
In closing I would like to thank Don Wilder for volunteering to fulfill the remainder of my term as
President. I know that he will do a great job!
love-------- Harold & Sheryl Brunski
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PRESIDENT'S & VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
BY DON WILDER
Harold Brunski set a great example and a high bar during his tenure as our club’s
president. His will be a pretty difficult pair of shoes to fill. I would like to express,
on behalf of PCC, our gratitude for his leadership and appreciation for a ‘job well
done’ as PCC President. We wish Harold and Sheryl all the best as they return home
to Indiana and look forward to seeing them at our annual club outing to Cambria in
the fall.
It will be my honor to serve as PCC president for the rest of this year. This club has meant a lot to
Marianne and me for the past four years that we’ve been members. My predecessors as president,
Ray Marshall, Bob Rose, Harold Brunski, have been great role models for the job I’m about to attempt.
And thanks to David Yeates for stepping forward to fill the position of Vice President.
Please join me in a warm PCC welcome to new members John Fuchs, Edna Mechsner, Jane Barnes,
and Joe Wicentowich. We’re looking for sharing fun, fellowship and love of Corvettes with you.
Covid-19 has kept us all in uncharted territory for the past 13 months. I generally support moving
ahead safely within the guidelines provided by the County of Orange, which at the writing of this
article, supports outside gatherings with 3 feet apart and masks. I know some of you prefer no masks,
so an area 10 – 12 feet apart for you, can make it safe for the rest of our club members. I plan to
work with the club members to find a location for outdoor face-to-face club meetings for the spring
and summer. As our County eases meeting restrictions for indoor meetings, so too will we as the
membership generally chooses. But, for the immediate future, we will continue our monthly general
meeting in the Zoom format on the first Wednesday of each month at 6:00 p.m.
Having said that, I feel returning to an in-person format should be a consensus decision by the general
club membership. I invite each of you to email or text me with your feelings and comments about
when the club should return to an in-person meeting format.
We have been fortunate to have had several fun and interesting club events past year, and I’m
unaware of any resulting negative consequences (i.e., Covid infections). The club has plenty of open
dates through the summer into the fall. If you have an idea for an outing or event, I encourage you to
plan it and they will come.
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PCC SCHOLARSHIP UPDATE
BY DON WILDER
The original deadline for receipt of scholarship applications was March 1st. But by
the end of January, we’d received only a few applications. There was some concern
that there may not be an adequate number of applicants from which to choose. In
contacting the advisors at several of the high schools within the two districts PCC
targeted this year, SVUSD and CUSD, it became evident that even though
notifications of the PPCC’s scholarship offering had been sent early in the school year
to at least one senior advisor in each high school, not all of the advisors were aware of our scholarship
and it had not been posted on several of the schools’ scholarship web listing because of the effects of
the Covid-19 lockdown, e.g., some period of non-attendance at work, change of job positions, difficulty
in communication as everyone was learning how to deal with all the changes and new rules, etc.
brought on by the pandemic.
So, in early February we moved the deadline out a month to March 31st in hopes of getting more
applications. Well, be careful of what you ask for. Just about the time the change notice was being
sent to the schools, more applications began arriving. By the original deadline of March 1st, we’d
received 31 applications, more than twice of any previous year and certainly enough from which to find
a suitable recipient of our $3000 scholarship. And the applications just kept arriving. By the 31st, we’d
received another two dozen applications including receiving eight applications on the 31st, three of
them within minutes of the deadline at midnight. The breakout of which of our local high schools
were represented by the applicants is:
Saddleback Valley Unified School District
Mission Viejo High School
1
Trabuco Hills High School
1
Capistrano Unified School District
San Clemente High School
45
San Juan Hills High School
4
Dana Hills High School
1
Capistrano Valley High School
1
Aliso Viejo High School
2
This writer believes it is important to note that the outstanding response from students at San
Clemente High School can be credited in part to teachers or advisors who are involved with the AVID
(Advancement Via Individual Determination) program. AVID is a program directed primarily to lowincome or otherwise disadvantaged students who normally would not have the motivation or family
support and expectation to succeed after graduation, or in some cases to even graduate from high
school. The AVID program is in or available to all of the high schools where PCC’s scholarship has
been offered. Teachers and advisors are offered training and tools to create in many of these students
self-confidence they might not otherwise have, a drive to set and achieve goals, motivation to be
involved in the community, excel in their classwork, and in many cases to continue with their education
after high school.
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The PCC Scholarship Committee, consisting of Bob Rose, Joe Perschler, Gene Insley, and Don Wilder
met recently to select from the fifty-five applications six finalists. The scholarship is in the process of
interviewing those six candidates to select the intended recipient of the scholarship and two alternates.
As of this writing, three of the six candidates have been interviewed by members of the scholarship
committee. The quality and levels of achievement of this year’s applicants are very impressive and the
selection decisions to be made are significantly more difficult than any previous year this scholarship
program has been in effect. The interviews and final selection will be complete April 30th.

<<<<§>>>>

Don Wilder will be retiring as a member of the PCC Scholarship Committee and as the
Chairperson of the Scholarship Committee effective upon the completion of this current school year’s
scholarship activities (i.e., current selection of the scholarship winner, the announcement of the award
is announced, and the scholarship payment is disbursed.) A new scholarship committee for the 20212022 school year will be formed and a new committee chairperson selected. If you are interested
being a part of the scholarship committee and the continuation of this PCC program, please contact the
PCC club president, Don Wilder.
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April & May Celebrations
Anniversaries
Jim Rufus & Carole Deering
Steve & Donna Wahling

Apr
Apr

01
22

Bruce & Deborah Robinson

Apr

17

Ellis Delamater & Mary Lou Lambert
Harold & Sheryl Brunski

May
May

05
21

Mark & Vicki Alter

May

07

Birthdays
Mike Corlett
Henry Lewis
Janis Waltman
Dick Jones
Harvey Riggs

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

01
06
21
27
29

Barb Gildner
Don Thompson
Ray Marshall
Michelle English

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

02
09
22
27

Peter Dolbee
Joanne Walsh
John Ridgely
David McCue

May
May
May
May

07
12
20
25

Rick Alpert
Sandy Savanich
John Fuchs
Susan Ridgely

May
May
May
May

09
15
25
25

Years In Club
John & Janis Waltman
Joe & Barbara Gildner
Jeff & Sharon Bowman
John & Susan Ridgely
Bob & Sandy Savanich
Mark & Patti Smith

Year Joined

Date Voted In

2014

5/7/2014

2008
2009
2018
2018
2018

4/2/2008
4/1/2009
4/4/2018
4/4/2018
4/4/2018

Please note: Birthday, Anniversaries, and Years in Club come from information on the PCC Roster.
Sickles to update the information on the roster. Thank you.

Years

13
12
3
3
3
7

If there is an error please contact Ted
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LONG LOST 1960 CHEVROLET CORVETTE
racecar could be worth $1.3 million?
BY JOE WICENTOWICH

Raced at 1960 24 Hours of Le Mans
One of the most historically significant Chevrolet Corvettes is heading to
auction at the RM Sotheby's event at Amelia Island, Fla., in May and
expected to pull in a high price, even though it doesn't run. Actually, that has
something to do with it

(RM Sotheby's)

The 1960 Corvette was one of three that were entered in the 1960 running of the 24 Hours of Le
Mans by famed racer Briggs Cunningham.
They were the first Corvettes to compete in the race and the product of a clandestine partnership
with General Motors. The automaker had officially ended factory support for racing efforts, along
with other car companies, due to public outcry following a crash at the event in 1955 that left 83
spectators and a driver dead.
Nevertheless, GM developed the Corvette into a racing car to sell to privateer teams through
dealers and provided backdoor support for Cunningham's efforts.
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(RM Sotheby's/Revs Institute)

The Cunningham cars wore numbers 1-3 and competed in the GT 5.0-liter class. The auction car
was No. 1 and retired after an accident on lap 32, followed by the No. 2 car with an engine failure
in the 20th hour, while the No. 3 car finished in eighth place overall at the top of its class.Following
Le Mans, Cunningham returned the Corvette's special engines to GM and sold the cars to private
owners, who replaced the motors and kept using them for some time.Marshall "Perry" Boswell
was the first owner of No. 1 and did so much work on it that it became unrecognizable. He sold it
in 1966 and it went on to change hands several times through 1974 when it disappeared from
public view.

(RM Sotheby's)
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The Corvette then showed up at an estate sale in 2011, where it was listed as a "pre-production,
Zagato-bodied, Pontiac prototype" before its true origin was confirmed by Cunningham historian
Larry Berman, according to RM Sotheby's.
Unlike the other two Cunningham cars, which have been cosmetically restored to their 1960
appearance, the auction car is being offered as it was found in 2011, with custom bodywork,
several layers of peeling paint, a non-functioning engine from a 1970 Corvette and a replacement
roof.

Sotheby's estimates its value at $900,000 to $1.3 million, which wouldn't be a record
for a Corvette, but could be for one in this condition.
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CORVETTE SECURITY
BY BOB SAVANICH
My concern with Corvette Security started early in my Corvette ownership life. My
first Corvette was a Silver 1968 – 327/350 HP 4speed convertible. I purchased it in
Houston, Texas is September of 1968. I drove it to my new duty station, MCAS
(Marine Corps Air Station) El Toro, Orange County California. My first experience with
low life criminals occurred the summer of 1969. While dining at my friends Anaheim
apartment celebrating his engagement to his future wife, some miscreant sliced my
rag top to steal my new 8-track tape player and several tapes.
My second encounter came in Bellflower, CA at my apartment in 1972. At that time I owned two (2) Corvettes.
A 1963 Silver Fuelie, 4 speed hard top convertible and a 1962 Hard top convertible painted a custom color.
Since I had only one parking spot the 62 had to live parked on the street. I alternated driving them to work. One
morning I walked out to my 62 and found the window had been broken and the key cylinder destroyed. I sold
the 62 shortly thereafter knowing I couldn’t protect it from creeps.
I sold the 63 a couple of years later and wouldn’t own another Corvette for 43 years. Life got in the way.
Now fast forward to December 2017, Sandy found our current Corvette. Two weeks after the purchase Sandy
and I attended South OC Cars and Coffee at the Outlets in San Clemente. There I met several PCC members. I
asked about security for our new Vette. Mark Smith told me about a system, Ravelco that he had installed on
his 2013 Z06/Z07. It is wired into the cars harness and requires a canon plug to start the car. Another club
member, “Fish” also had a Ravelco installed on his Vette due to Mark’s recommendation. That was good
enough for me. I purchased the product and the installer came to our home and installed it in about an hour
and a half or so.
The cost at the time was under $500.00. That is cheap peace of mind. Mind you, vermin can still vandalize your
car, but at least it will be where you left it. Unless of course they own a tow truck.

Thanks Mark and Fish for the recommendation.
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MONTHLY CORVETTE FEST
BY BOB SAVANICH





Monthly CorvetteFest
2020 S. Susan
Santa Ana, CA
9:00-11:00AM

PCC member, Drew Conner and I attended the monthly gathering of CorvetteFest in Santa Ana. We pulled in
around 9:30 and low and behold there was a three block long, both sides of the street lineup of CORVETTES!
That’s right a trillion of them. Actually I counted 128 while walking the street. However several more rolled in
while I was counting. Drew and I did a SWAG and determined we were comfortable estimating approximately,
dang near 150 sparkling Corvettes in every color imaginable. There was even a “Chrome” C-6 with Lambo doors.
In fact several of the Vettes were customized. Lot’s of radical cam shafts and awesome exhaust notes were in
abundance.

The gathering falls on the last Sunday of every month in an industrial area of Santa Ana. The street is about 5-6
blocks long with no cross streets so we can park without restrictions except that we don’t block the businesses
driveways. 99% of the participants are civilized and don’t do stupid stuff but there is always someone who
thinks guys with 1000 HP Corvettes think he’s cool if he lays a little rubber when leaving. YAWN!

Everyone is cool, likes to talk about their ride and hear about yours. Surprisingly the average age of those in
Corvette guys and gals are around the age of your children and grand children. I promise you, Drew was the
oldest guy there and I was the second. A ton of 20 year olds, 30’s, 40’s,50’s and 60’s were present. Every race,
creed, color and I’m guessing religion were represented. In other words, Corvettes appeal to EVERYONE!

Corvette Waves
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LADIES GET-TOGETHER
BY SANDY SAVANICH
When the PCC ladies get together, we know how to have fun. And that’s just what we
did on Saturday April 17th. Our host Mo Wise opened her lovely home to the group
for a “ladies only” luncheon.

The only male present was the little master of the house

Wire Wise who enthusiastically greeted everyone and
later entertained us with some tricks.

Something magical happens when you get a group of
women together who share a common interest (our
Corvettes), along with the desire to responsibly mingle
with others after strict covid restrictions. Add alcohol,
delicious food and more alcohol, and you have a
successful event. On this day, the sun was out, there
was a cool breeze and we enjoyed the afternoon of
camaraderie on their outdoor patio.

No PCC event is complete without food and we enjoyed
appetizers, beef and chicken tacos, sweet corn cake,
pasta salad, dips, chips and salsa. Desserts included
shortbread cookies, strawberry & cream turnovers,
chocolate and vanilla cake bites and homemade flan!
The laughter and giggles amplified with the addition of
margaritas, champagne, wine and sodas, but everyone
drank responsibility.

Corvette Waves
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Those in attendance were Pattie Smith, Connie Ensign, Joyce Uchino, Joanne Walsh, Marilyn Parker, Pat
Fedderson, Kitty Rede, Jane Barnes, Arlene Atkinson, Susan Dolbee, Carol Gates, Marianne Wilder, Nancy
French, Judy Nunn, Joni Knapp, Elaine Mercier, Mo Wise and myself.

Standing: Patti Smith, Sandy Savanich, Nancy
French.

Sitting: Carol Gates, Marianne Wilder

Jane Barnes and Joni Knapp

Arlene Atkinson, Joanne Walsh,
Marilyn Parker, 1/2 of Judy Nunn

Corvette Waves
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I’d like to thank Mo for opening her home to us
and putting this special day together. It certainly
affirmed the need to have more ladies events
and we don’t even have to take our Corvettes
out of the garage.
(Joanne Walsh and Mo Wise)

Connie Ensign

Facing the camera: Joyce Uchino, Connie
Ensign, Susan Dolbee
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Sitting left side: Elaine Mercier,
Patricia Fedderson, Kitty Rede
Sitting right side: Susan Dolbee

Mo Wise and Joanne Walsh

All of the Ladies
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2021 HIGH-WING SPOILER
BY WALT KOVACS

Copied from Corvette Mike's Newsletter
2021 HIGH-WING SPOILER COMING APRIL 8TH

The High-Wing option was only briefly offered during the 2020 model year, and is coming back to the C8 starting
on April 8th, according to GM Authority. The dealer-installed accessory, which is available in no fewer than five
finishes, will cost you $995 plus installation.
The option code 5ZZ "gives your vehicle a more aggressive look" or so says the online description. There is no
mention of downforce, but we do know the high wing offers a little less drag than the Z51 Performance Package
spoiler.
The High-Wing Spoiler is designed to fit Z51 models pre-drilled holes, and is sold with four M6 bolts, two M6
nuts, two temporary locating pins, a template, a solvent package, and installation instructions. The required
tools list consists of a power drill, three drill bits (4, 7, and a 9 millimeters), a torque wrench, ratchet, extension,
a 10-mm socket, a hairdryer, and a fishing line. (Editor Walt: and a bottle of Justin Cabernet).

Corvette Waves
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TOP FUEL DRAGSTER FACTS
BY WALT KOVACS AND MY NEPHEW SHAWN
TOP FUEL ACCELERATION PUT INTO PERSPECTIVE

This is what 10,000 horsepower does to a top fuel tire at launch.

* One Top Fuel
dragster 500 cubic-inch
Hemi engine makes
more horsepower
(10,000 HP) than the
first 5 rows at the
Daytona 500.
* Under full throttle, a
dragster engine
consumes 1.2-1.5
gallons of nitro
methane per second; a
fully loaded 747
consumes jet fuel at
the same rate with
25% less energy being
produced.

* A stock Dodge Hemi V8 engine cannot produce enough power to merely drive the dragster's supercharger.
* With 3000 CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger on overdrive, the fuel mixture is compressed into
a near-solid form before ignition. Cylinders run on the verge of hydraulic lock at full throttle.
* At the stoichiometric 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture for nitro methane the flame front temperature measures 7050
degrees F.
* Nitromethane burns yellow. The spectacular white flame seen above the stacks at night is raw burning
hydrogen, dissociated from atmospheric water vapor by the searing exhaust gases.
* Dual magnetos supply 44 amps to each spark plug.
This is the output of an arc welder in each cylinder.

Corvette Waves
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* Spark plug electrodes are totally consumed during a pass. After 1/2 way, the engine is dieseling from
compression plus the glow of exhaust valves at 1400 degrees F. The engine can only be shut down by cutting the
fuel flow.
* If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds up in the affected cylinders and then explodes
with sufficient force to blow cylinder heads off the block in pieces or split the block in half.
* Dragsters reach over 300 MPH before you have completed reading this sentence.
* In order to exceed 300 MPH in 4.5 seconds, dragsters must accelerate an average of over 4 G's. In order to
reach 200 MPH well before half-track, the launch acce leration approaches 8 G's.
* Top Fuel engines turn approximately 540 revolutions from light to light!
* Including the burnout, the engine must only survive 900 revolutions under load.
* The redline is actually quite high at 9500 RPM.
* THE BOTTOM LINE: Assuming all the equipment is paid off, the crew worked for free, & for once, NOTHING
BLOWS UP, each run costs an estimated $1,000 per second.
0 to 100 MPH in .8 seconds (the first 60 feet of the run)
0 to 200 MPH in 2.2 seconds (the first 350 feet of the run)
6 g-forces at the starting line (nothing accelerates faster on land)
6 negative g-forces upon deployment of twin â€˜chutes at 300 MPH An NHRA Top Fuel Dragster accelerates
quicker than any other land vehicle on earth . . quicker than a jet fighter plane . . . quicker than the space
shuttle.
The current Top Fuel dragster elapsed time record is 4.420 seconds for the quarter-mile (2004, Doug Kalitta).
The top speed record is 337.58 MPH as measured over the last 66' of the run (2005, Tony Schumacher).
Putting this all into perspective:
You are driving the average $140,000 Lingenfelter twin-turbo powered Corvette Z06. Over a mile up the road, a
Top Fuel dragster is staged & ready to launch down a quarter-mile strip as you pass. You have the advantage of a
flying start. You run the 'Vette hard up through the gears and blast across the starting line & pass the dragster at
an honest 200 MPH. The 'tree' goes green for both of you at that moment.
The dragster launches & starts after you. You keep your foot down hard, but you hear an incredibly brutal whine
that sears your eardrums & within 3 seconds the dragster catches & passes you.
He beats you to the finish line, a quarter-mile away from where you just passed him. Think about it - from a
standing start, the dragster had spotted you 200 MPH & not only caught, but nearly blasted you off the road
when he passed you within a mere 1320 foot long race!
That's acceleration!

NOTE: The above article is a bit dated. Since then the 1/4 mile (1320 feet) has been reduced to 3000
feet for safety reasons, that is to help provide more stopping distance. Also the current HP is about
12,000+ HP and the top speed is sub 3 seconds!

Corvette Waves
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RALLY TIME AGAIN
BY BOB ROSE




SCCA San Diego Road Rally
Gamblers, Dead Dollys, and BBQ
Saturday, May 8, 2021

On May 8, join SCCA San Diego for a Road Rally beginning in eastern Chula Vista and heading out to the
back country of South County.
For those of you who haven't tried a road rally before, the object is to enjoy driving twisty roads at
legal speeds while following some detailed directions in order to pass a series of checkpoints at just the
right time. No riddles and no gimmicks - just beautiful roads to drive with precision and focus with a
bunch of fellow car nuts.
This is a team sport - driver and navigator - who must work together to get it right.
The event will feature several new classes to keep the competition tight. Family, Ladies, and several
model/marque specific classes, including CORVETTE!
To register and or get more information, visit https://sdrscca.motorsportreg.com/.
Or you can email us at roadrally@sdrscca.com with any specific questions or me directly at
bobhaswings@yahoo.com
The entry fee is only $25 per car. While you must be an SCCA member, weekend memberships are
available for only $15 more and can be credited for a full membership at a future date.
So get off the couch, grab your keys, slip on your string-back gloves and driving moccasins, and join us
for some car-centric fun!
And if you don't join us, you will be forever in the dark about just where the name of this event came
from.....

Corvette Waves
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THE OC AUTOBAHN TOUR OF 3/28/21
BY MO WISE

While fooling around on Instagram, I came across the OC Autobahn webpage advertising a canyon run. The OC
Autobahn group is fairly new to Orange County and they are trying to create events that are slightly different
than the usual fare of just driving to a destination. The organizer is a younger fellow who recently relocated
from the Santa Barbara area where he organized many car events.

The 3/28 event started with a car show in the Ortega Business Center near Wendi’s Donuts. We had about a
dozen PCC cars participate and out entrance was grand! It quickly turned into a Corvette car show! Although
there was a Lamborghini and Lotus present, the Corvettes brought a lot of attention. After about 1 hour of a car
show, we headed off towards Santiago Canyon Road. The run ended up on at a scenic spot just off of Santiago
Canyon Road.

Many of us gathered just down the road at John’s Place which had a variety of burgers and breakfast items.
Although we couldn’t all sit together, we made the best of it and had an opportunity to visit and make new
friends or sit with friends.

I have heard from many of the male members say that they wish their significant others would join in on PCC
events, but many of these events are “too early”. I totally understand the value of sleeping in, but wonder how
many might actually join in if you got to know the other PCC Ladies? With that in mind, I’ll be hosting a PCC
Ladies only event on Saturday, 4/17. I don’t have a huge patio but we can definitely make it comfortable. I
would love for the PCC ladies to come over and join in to meet or re-connect with your fellow PCC ladies. Bring
your chair and a favorite munchie and I’ll supply the mimosas (and non-alcoholic drinks too). Come as you are
and no need for driving the Corvettes.

Email with details will be sent to the membership week of April 5th and the start time will be 11am so that you
don’t have to get up too early.

Your PCC Sgt at Arms,
Mo (Just to be clear, I’m the girl in the WiseGuy clan and Marker is my hubby)
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APRIL & MAY CALENDARS
Keep Checking For Additions, Postponements And/Or Cancellations

ttps://www.pccvettes.org
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Pacific Coast Corvettes is pleased and grateful for the
involvement and support of the following sponsors:

____________________________________

Speed Ventures is a motorsports group operating out of California which has been organizing
track events since 2001. We organize lapping days, driving schools, time trials, and races in
California and Nevada, providing a fun environment to learn the limits of your car and improve
your driving abilities. We offer instruction in performance-driving technique, optional AMB
transponder-based timing at all events, and an opportunity to affordably live your dream of
driving your car on a real racetrack. We can also arrange for race car rentals and professional
race-driving instruction.
Our mission is to provide the highest quality track experience for the best value. With safety as
a driving concern, we strenuously work to make our events run smoothly and professionally.
Additionally, we set rigid registration limits to keep traffic to a minimum and maximize your
driving enjoyment.

www.speedventures.com
(323) 973-7744
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Simpson Chevrolet appreciates the affiliation it has with Pacific Coast Corvettes and is proud to
be a club sponsor and participant with PCC and major contributor to PCC’s Scholarship
Program. We are pleased to continue our sponsorship for an additional year, through 2021
and committed to contribute $1000 to the club’s scholarship fund plus an additional $500
scholarship contribution for continued excellent college academic performance for previous
scholarship awardees.
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Cypher Scientific, the first corporate sponsor of Pacific Coast Corvettes, has been reporting
that MedWand, a device we have been working on for almost three years, has been released
to manufacturing. MedWand is a disruptive medical device that enables a doctor to examine
you remotely, regardless of where you are, or where the doctor may be. It finally puts
“medicine” into telemedicine. You can see it in action at www.medwand.com. MedWand is
now in pre-FDA submission testing and we expect final approval by June. Watch for MedWand
to make an immediate impact in home healthcare, telemedicine, and remote access to quality
healthcare.
Along with MedWand’s release, Cypher Scientific is now a partner in Amoled Technical
Services. We have begun producing replacement screens for after-market repair of the iPhone
X in our factory in Korea and have launched sales worldwide. Check it out at
www.amoledscreens.com. Another factory, located in Southeast Asia for the production of
replacement screens for the Samsung OLED phones like the 8, 8+, 9 and 9+ is in planning for
later this summer.
We also are proud to continue to be involved as part of the Corvette community through our
sponsorship of Bob Rose’s car in the Wilwood Corvette Challenge series again for the 2021
season and are looking forward to expanding that sponsorship into the 2021 SCCA Solo and
Pro-Solo Autocross series as well. We are also interested in helping support a multi-car Pacific
Coast Corvettes Racing Team in 2021.
Cypher Scientific’s mechanical and electrical engineering teams can bring your imagined
products to life. Medical, home, automotive, robotic, industrial: What can we build for you

Corvette Waves
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Greg Glick, A Professional Realtor

Keller Williams Realty
Cell/Text: 949-872-3456
Office: 949-282-0088
Web: PropertyByGreg.com
Email: Greg@PropertyByGreg.com
DRE #01888110








$1000 Donation to the PCC Scholarship Fund for Every Sale or Purchase!
45 years in Laguna Niguel & Expert Knowledge of the Surrounding Cities.
Full Spectrum of Services: Selling, Buying, Investing & Leasing.
Professional Realtor with over 250 transactions completed.
Sold EVERY Home Listed! From $350k to Over $3 Million.
Call Me for a Private Consultation.

Please remember the highest compliment my clients can ever give is the referral of their
friends, family, and business associates. If you know anyone who would
benefit from the level of service I provide, please let them know about me. Thank you for
your trust!

Corvette Waves
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EVENT FLYERS

PACIFIC COAST CORVETTES
Enjoy the beauty of the mountains
Big Bear Lake, July 22-25th
-

-

Visit the new Zoo
Take the chairlift to the top of Summit Mountain, walk the mile loop at the top and enjoy
lunch at the mountain top grill. Take the chairlift down (or hike if you’re up to it)
taking in the views of the lake
Rent a pontoon boat and enjoy Big Bear Lake

SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 24th @ 5:00 p.m. join us for a BBQ dinner at
Jean and Elaine Mercier’s (more info to follow)
Suggested lodging at the Robinhood Resort right in the Village (corner Pine Knot & Big Bear Blvd)
Restaurant and tavern on premises
Reserved parking for PCC
All shops and restaurants are within walking distance
There are 3 lodging buildings on the property Wishing Well, Robinhood and Sherwood. The
Wishing Well has a large outside patio with tables and chairs that is great for group gatherings.
Standard single
Standard double
Larger single w/king
King spa

$83/110
$92/118
$101/143
$135/178

Wishing Well/Robinhood
Wishing Well
Robinhood
Sherwood

No a/c in any of the above rooms
King spa with a/c
2 Queen with a/c
Robinhood Resort
40797 Big Bear Blvd
Big Bear Lake 92315
(800) 866-4643
Mention PCC Corvettes

$161/203
$152/195

Sherwood
Sherwood
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Your Newsletter Editors
Vicky & Walt Kovacs
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